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■ 다음 괄호 속 표현 중 문법적으로 올바른 것을 고르시오.

001   Testimony from members of the Crow tribe about the destruction of their culture  
[provide / provides] an extreme and tragic example of this. 

002   It gave me great pleasure to think about [how my dream would / how would my 
dream] become a reality.

003   Hikers take more risks when they think a rescuer can access [them / themselves] easily.  

004   According to the graphs, the primary source of electricity generation in both 1971 
and 2007 [was / were] coal and peat, accounting for over 40% of the total electricity  
generation. 

005   For instance, in warmer areas the sandal was, and still is, the most [popular / populous] 
form of footwear, whereas the modern moccasin derives from the original shoes  
adopted in cold climates by races such as Eskimos and Siberians. 

006   Very often, when a society [adopts / adapts] a new food without the food culture  
surrounding it, as happened when corn first came to Europe, Africa, and Asia, people 
get sick.  

007   In fact, 73 percent of Canadian voters surveyed denied in the strongest possible terms 
that their votes [were influenced / had been influenced] by physical appearance; only 
14 percent even allowed for the possibility of such influence. 

008   Of the five countries, the United States consumed [the greater / the greatest]  amount 
of electricity in both 1999 and 2003. 

009   Robots are also not equipped with capabilities like humans to solve problems as they 
[arise / arouse], and they often collect data that are unhelpful or irrelevant.  

010   One of you can record the theme [when it’s / when is it] first introduced. Then later, 
someone else can record it the second time it appears.  

011   We have both full time and part time positions in a city based location, close to all public 
transport. [Applying / To apply], send your application form by December 1, 2003. 

012   You mean you [want / hope] me to return them to the library? Exactly. I’d really  
appreciate it. 
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013   When it disappears, a vast number of species [is disappeared / disappear] as well.

014   Why do some animals live in groups and others live alone? Questions [such as / such 
like] these are the focus of the study of behavior. 

015   The total number of foreign students attending Korean language programs [have / 
has] increased to more than 30,000 in Seoul alone this year from about 4,700 at the 
end of last year. 

016   One Saturday during the summer, I asked my father [that / if] he would go down to 
the schoolyard and play basketball with me. 

017   I [have asked / have been asked] to assistin creating a committee to improve the  
Sunshine Charity.  

018   You [had better not / had not better] associate with dishonest people, for they will do 
harm to you.

019   What its builders had not considered was [what / that] the advent of the railroad 
would assure the canal’s instant downfall. 

020   In order to successfully release [him / himself] from the control of his parents, a child 
must be secure in his parents’ power, as represented by their loving authority. 

021   He eventually became principal surgeon of the French Army and thereafter followed 
Napoleon Bonaparte in [most / almost] all his campaigns in Egypt, Italy, Russia, and  
finally at Waterloo. 

022   He sometimes [says / tells] me that short hair doesn’t become me. 

023   Before long more than 3,800 caves [surrounded / surrounding] the city had been  
discovered.  

024   I brought my horse to a stop at the edge of a black, motionless mountain lake beside 
the old house and [looking / looked] down upon the rotting, dead tree stems and the 
empty, eye like windows.  

025   Jerome Kern’s most famous work is Showboat, one of the best, most [endured /  
enduring] musical comedies. 

026   Giorgio Vasari, the Italian painter, architect, and writer, [was / has been] born in Arezzo  
in 1511. 

027   With the rise of the social sciences, and especially the anthropology of the 1930s and 
thereafter, words like ‘savage’ and ‘primitive’ began to disappear from the vocabulary 
of cultural studies, along with the notion that the people who had once borne these 
labels [to be represented / represented] a biologically less evolved form of humanity.
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028   Elimination of all but small patches of habitat is especially damaging because it not 
only eliminates many local species but also threatens those species that [depend on / 
are depended on] vast acreage for their survival. 

029   Therefore, the value of the original results not only from its uniqueness but from its 
being the source [from which / from what] reproductions are made. 

030   On the wall of our dining room [was / were] a framed quotation: “Let me live in a 
house by the side of the road and be a friend to man.” 

031   When the consumer agrees to purchase the product under the original terms, that  
behavior might be used by the consumer [to infer / to inferring] his sincere interest in 
the product. 

032   The company reduced its water use by installing automatic faucets and water saving 
toilets, [saved / saving] 152,000 dollars. 

033   Our current system is called A440 because the note we call ‘A’ that is in the middle of 
the piano keyboard [have / has] been fixed to have a frequency of 440 Hz. 

034   Parents should therefore take care when they send their children to a sports camp, 
and should talk with the sports coaches to see if [he / they] will respect the children’s 
wishes. 

035   Instead of [treating / being treated by] different patients that display similar  
symptoms with the same drugs, doctors should identify root causes of disease to come 
up with a personalized treatment. 

036   You have already seen [how much modern technology has changed the world / how 
modern technology has changed the world much].  

037   Nature seems to be constantly changing. If we observe nature closely, however, we  
discover that [it is / there is] a constant tension between change and balance. 

038   Because of this change, shop owners are changing store designs to make shopping 
and consumer service [easier / easily]. 

039   A $500 cancellation fee will be charged to anyone [who / whoever] withdraws less 
than one month prior to the seminar. 

040   But when we feel we are in charge of our noisy environments, we may no longer [suffer 
from / be suffered from] anxiety and poor performance.  

041   Some people claim that the precise frequencies [affect / affect on] the overall sound 
of a musical piece and the sound of instruments. 

042   She claimed damages from the company for the psychological damages [she had  
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suffered / she had suffered them]. 

043   The car door closed, and her heart beat faster as the footsteps [have passed / passed] 
the window.

044   [Locating / Located] 1,100 feet above the tiny coastal town of Amalfi, Ravello has been 
described as closer to heaven than to the sea. 

045   When the train came to his station, he got up and stood patiently in front of the 
door, waiting [for / of] it to open. 

046   His efforts came [to recognize / to be recognized] nationwide and he won the  
Livingstone Award in 2003. 

047   Simmons was studying eagles in Africa when he [came across / have come across]  
a pair of male giraffes locked in combat. 

048   The people you communicate with will feel much more [relaxing / relaxed] around 
you when they feel heard and listened to. 

049   As a consequence, compared to the intensity of the transmitted light, that of the  
observed light [is measured / measured] by the receiver is decreased. 

050   Shakespeare expressed the tragic brevity of life by comparing it [with / to] a candle 
that must soon go out. 

051   Workers disassembled the bridge in 1968, numbering the bricks, and sent them to Los 
Angeles. The bridge was [finial / finally] completed in 1971. 

052   Then in a [revising / revised] edition of Lives in 1568, complete with portraits of the  
artists, he combined biographical anecdotes with critical comment. 

053   Contrary to what Mr. Smith may believe, the role of computers in music and the  
performing arts [has / have] been considerable. 

054   Some are concerned with the import or export of goods or services between one  
country and [another / the other]. 

055   She was concerned that as a townie, she’d had [few / little] experience of the  
countryside, and none at all of swimming in rivers. 

056   They are not too concerned about [to behave / behaving] the right way in a specific 
context. 

057   Responses to survey questions are influenced by events, and we should consider this 
when [review / reviewing] the results of a survey. 

058   Considering the habitat of these trees, such as rocky areas [which / where] the soil is 


